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SEE YOU LATER!

editorial

“You also go on quite some
adventures as part of the team.”
It was around lunchtime when
I walked into the committee
market about three years ago.
I aimlessly walked through the
stands placed around lucid,
not yet sure if I wanted to join
a committee. Then I walked
past the UNiD stand, where a
few UNiD issues were laying
around. I can tell you, my firstyear brian was immediately
impressed with this student
magazine.
Now, three years later, I cannot
imagine studying ID without
also working on the UNiD in
my spare time. I have now
helped create 9 UNiD issues,
six of which I helped in the
media team and for the past
three editions I have been
editor.
Being a part of this committee
you meet a lot of new people,
both from the wonderful team
and some very cool people
for interviews. You also go on
quite some adventures as part
of the team. From taking a

two and a half hour train ride
to visit a company to chilling
in a hot tub underneath the
stars and having a glow stick
party in the woods at 03.00
am, being a part of the UNiD
provided me with a story
or two. Although creating
the UNiD demands a lot of
planning, work hours and
dedication, the team also
knows how to keep it fun!
Looking back I can only say I
am so proud and very glad to
have been a part of it all.
Although I loved working
on the UNiD, all things must
come to an end. Next year the
committee will be taken over
by a new editor, and I will start
my first year without being
a member of the team. I will
surely miss being a part of the
UNiD, but I also look forward
to being blown away by future
issues as a reader instead of
a creator. I have no doubt that
the UNiD will keep on amazing
me for a long time to come.
text lotte sluijs
media derek van der ploeg
graphics doortje markovic

From taking a two and a half hour train ride to visit a company to
chilling in a hot tub underneath the stars and having a glow stick party
in the woods at 03.00 am, being a part of the UNiD provided me with a
story or two.
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designer insight

The Better Future Factory is a product design and engineering studio
- focused on sustainability, in particular plastics. They are specialists
in transforming waste streams into great products. It was started
around five years ago by several design engineers, including CEO
Casper van der Meer, from Delft University of Technology.
Their ambition as a company,
is to move away from
traditional linear product
cycles and start working in
a circular economy, where
the material from an initial
product can be used for the
next. Their work focuses on
re-imagineering products
and processes into iconic,
sustainable and scalable
solutions. The Better Future
Factory operates as the
mothership alongside three

other individual in-house
startups, namely ‘Perpetual
Plastic’, ‘New Marble’ and
‘Refil’ - each dedicated to one
product or service.
When working with clients,
they look to convert waste
products based on particular
waste streams that are unique
to the client, and converting
that waste into a valuable
product in a way that can be
scaled up.

“Plastics can be a
beautiful material
to work with if
we separate and
recycle them in the
right way”
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The Projects
The ‘Perpetual Plastic
Project’ was developed for
the Lowlands festival in 2012.
“It’s the first project that got
everyone together” Casper
says, “some were still studying
and the other had just finished
at Industrial Design when
we got a project call for the
festival – find something
innovative for the plastic
waste at the festival and in a
way that will inspire people.”
Being passionate about
sustainability and sustainable
products, they decided to take
the opportunity to dive into
creating something useful
and inspiring – the result
being the ‘Perpetual Plastic
Project’. Additionally, 3D
printing technologies were
just on the rise so they began
thinking about how they could
convert the recycled plastic
into 3D printing filament – “a
seemingly simple idea that
turned out to be quite a hassle
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due to the lack of machinery
available to convert plastic
waste on small scale.” As a
result of this, they developed
their own machinery to carry
out the small-scale conversion
from plastic waste to usable
products.
Nevertheless, the machine
installation gained widespread
attention during the festival,
and what was initially built
for the festival turned out to
be quite a revolutionary idea.
The team were contacted
by various companies and
were invited on television
to demonstrate it. They then
made a business out of it –
first by having workshops
and presentations in the
Netherlands, but then also
abroad. They now sell
copies of the machine and
are currently developing a
teaching program to train
people since plastic is an issue
that is becoming more and
more relevant today. Casper
says “It’s important for us to
educate our kids on the value
of plastics, how it can be a
beautiful material to work
with if we separate them in
the right way.
‘New Marble’ is a unique
startup project that focuses on
recycling local plastic waste

into tiles that look like marble.
They’re 100% recycled, durable
and easier to install than
normal ceramic tiles and are
a certified building material.
The tiles were initially
designed as a low tech and
sustainable building material
for Angola. Having so much
potential, it’s being further
developed for the European
market as well.
‘Refil’ focuses on offering
makers, universities and
schools around the world
a 3D printer filament that
is fully recycled, with a
quality that is comparable
or exceeds premium nonrecycled filaments. Their ABS
filament is made from old car
dashboards and PET filament
made from old PET bottles.
Why plastic? Isn’t that bad for
our environment?
When asked about the
potential of plastic and why
such a polluting material
could be in fact quite
sustainable, Casper says
“plastic has many properties
other materials don’t have, in
terms of costs and durability
and transportation expenses.
We also use plastics in a way
that’s not necessary, but the
key is that it has to be used in

the right way and the reusing
process has to be optimized”.
The industry has to play a
bigger role and the challenge
lies in looking at how they can
be reused in a smarter way.
This means either by melting,
or by refurbishing them
without breaking them down
- in order to obtain a certain
quality or shape.
As for the future of the
company, Casper expressed
his desire to “develop an
expertise for recycling and
reusing plastic to the point
where we become the best in
the Netherlands or even the
world. We also want to grow
the team with individuals
from different expertise areas.
Currently, we have lots of
people with an engineering
background, but it would be
nice to get some chemical
experts too - to work on the
chemistry of plastics”. His
advice for anyone looking to
start their own company is
simple – “be a bit stubborn
- people thought it would be
impossible for us to make 3D
filament and we proved them
wrong big time! So have a
strong drive and passion for
what you do. Don’t do it for the
money - but for the kick you
get out of it.”
text vimukthi gunatilleke
media bart bolluijt
graphics zeno van doren

“Plastic has many favourable
properties other materials don’t have,
in terms of costs and durability and
transportation expenses”
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INNOVATION
SP A CE

Working on challenging projects with students and staff from diverse
backgrounds. Triggering creativity and entrepreneurship. Sounds
very much like ID, doesn’t it? Only now it’s not, it is TU/e innovation
Space! Or, innoSpace for insiders. But, what’s the difference?

What will
education at the
TU/e look like in
2030?

In 2015 we visited Aalto
University as directors of
education and many were
inspired by the Design
Factory and Startup Sauna.
We thought: “we can do this
better!”. TU/e is located in
one of the most thriving
eco-systems in the world:
high-tech industry, creativity
and design, mobility; these
are just a few things the
Brainport region is famous for.
Furthermore, we are centrally
located in Europe. Why should
we not be at the level of
universities in areas such as
Helsinki, Munich or even the
Bay Area?

But still, what is the
difference? Instead of working
with ID students, innoSpace
enables you to work on
projects with students from
other disciplines. Of course
you have done this, and it is
difficult. But, if you want to
work towards a startup, you
may need more technical
expertise or a stronger
business mentality, and
by gaining experience you
learn more! Also, companies
are much more interested
in students with a strong
disciplinary expertise, but
capable of working with other
disciplines on projects.

After radically changing our
educational model and giving
students more freedom of
choice in the Bachelor College,
we are looking towards the
future. Challenge-based
education, inspired by teams
such as Solar Team and Team
Fast where ID alumni Martijn
Lammers, Koen van Ham
and Max Aerts transformed
from students with a vision
into founders of successful
startups. Learning from Aalto
Design Factory and Stanford
D-School we started to develop
innoSpace.

I had an extraordinary
experience as director of
education at ID and highly
believe in our educational
model. I joined innoSpace
to expand my vision of
education. With an inspiring
and interdisciplinary team,
we work on making our vision
reality. In August we will open
amazing prototyping and
inspirational studio facilities
in Matrix, but you can already
join our community today!
www.tue.nl/innovationspace

Stop
guessing.
Start
asking.
Become an intern at
Cube and co-create
for change.
cubedesignmuseum.nl/
inresidence

text miguel bruns
media tom cobbenhagen
graphics alain van de ven
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career interview

CIRCA ALARM
What happens when we leave the sunny southern space of
Eindhoven? For this edition’s career interview, we went west ending up in Rotterdam to sit down with Daan Weijers and Yannick
Brouwer. Both Industrial Design graduates currently work for Circa
Labs, a company focused on the improvement of sleep. Right now,
the company is working on bringing their first product to the market
– the Circa Alarm. With the first idea for a smart alarm clock dating
back to 2011, the successfully backed Kickstarter project is now
finalised and manufactured.
From the leap outside of the
campus borders to advice for
within those same borders – a
lot of topics were discussed,
a lot of questions asked.
Luckily, there’s no need for
you to travel to Rotterdam
to get an impression of said
conversation. Simply delve
into the insights gathered by
reading this article.
Let’s start with the first
step: becoming part of the
company.
“Ending up here as a first
job after graduating really
is a nice start. At Industrial
Design, you gain a broad set
of knowledge. However, it can
be quite the challenge to cross
over from this knowledge to
your first job. You need to
find a connection somehow.
Yannick explains: For me,
ending up here happened
on the Dutch Design Week
in 2016. I presented my
graduation project on the

“The world is so much
bigger than LaPlace.”
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Mind the Step exhibition,
where my current boss
stopped by. A few months
later, in April 2017, Daan joined
the company as well.”
Working at Circa Labs, how
would you say your work
relates to what you did during
your study?
“In a way, what we’re doing
is still very much ID. The
approach is exactly the same.
You don’t spend two months
planning everything to the last
detail. You just start and give
it a try. If it doesn’t work out,
it doesn’t, and that’s totally
fine. The main difference,
though, is the application of
the content. Where during
your study you usually work
within the academic context
of LaPlace, right here your
main point of view is reality.
People care about a product in
terms of its functionality, and
that’s the one thing the design
should be able to provide.
This means that you have to
decide on the functionality of
a product - based on what the
users want, but also on what
you know as a designer. The
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aim of the Circa Alarm is to
provide a better alternative
to having a smartphone
next to your bed. However,
you don’t want to replace all
functionality of a smartphone.
For example, you could add a
video player to the screen, but
that would mean replacing
one product with a similar
alternative.”
Within the Circa alarm team,
who works on what?
Daan: “I mainly focussed on
the interaction design. It’s
pretty much my day to day
job now, really.” Yannick:
‘I’m doing a bit of everything
within the company. It’s about
making things make sense making product choices and
working with our hardware
team and suppliers.”
“By prototyping and
programming, we get to see
what works and what doesn’t.
We have a box standing
around with 20 something
prototypes of the same
element, just to try everything
out. You don’t know where it
will end up, but you know that
it will have an output.

It’s great to be able to work
together. Despite focusing on
different areas, you’ve got the
same background and can
easily discuss things. One
thing you learn in a company
is that you can’t do everything
by yourself. We work together
with a lot of different people.
This makes it really important
to know how to communicate
between people with a
different background. Our
development team is located
in Poland. Their focus is on
the hardware and software
development. They know
the electronics and software
inside out, but we can talk
along with them as well.
The exterior design of the
product was outsourced
to an industrial designer.
Our boss was looking for a
unique and different design.
We are just not the typical
industrial designer – we have
a sense of what looks good
and what works, but it’s not
our expertise. Another thing
to take into account is that
the design element is only
important during a relatively
short time period.

Once it’s done, it’s done. It’s
not a constantly present part
of the process.”
Looking back to ID, what
advice would you give to
current students?
Try out different things. Try
working with other faculties
and actually learn the
language of other expertises.
The world is so much bigger
than LaPlace. Read about what
happens in the industry as
well. Look into what different
design studies are doing
and don’t limit yourself to
industrial design. Be sure to
look at linked areas, graphic
design for example. With an
eye on reality, make sure that
you can make something that
is sensible.
Actually go out and talk to
people - a questionnaire can
only tell you so much. Give
your design to people and
observe them. Does it actually
work? Does it make sense?
Don’t hesitate to find and
define your own direction.
text emily van leemput
media bart bolluijt
graphics rosalie oomen
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internship

an internship at

DESIGN
THINKING
CENTER

Ever heard about the company Design Thinking Center? Neither did
Julie Moens before she applied for an internship there. However,
it was a wonderful experience, filled with amazing colleagues,
usability testing, user experience design, user-testing and more!
Therefore, we decided to feature this company in our internship
article for this edition. Get inspired!
What is Design Thinking Center?
Design Thinking Center is a part of NextView,
a consultancy company that helps “create
positive impact through design thinking
and innovative technological solutions”. The
role of Design Thinking Center within this
company is to consult with Design Thinking by
offering trainings and co-creating with clients
to achieve new, innovative, and relevant
solutions, products and services. They achieve
this by putting the user in the center of their
designs.
What does it mean to do an internship at
Design Thinking Center?
When doing an internship as an Industrial
Designer at the Design Thinking Center you
become a full team member of the design
team, consisting of around 8 people. Julie:
“They expect you to be flexible, proactive
and able to work on different projects at the
same time. Therefore the internship was very
dynamic.” She worked on different projects
concerning developing the user journey of an
mobile application, called 369method (so check
it out if you are interested). Next to that she
participated in conducting an EyeTracking
test in which she worked together with
psychologists. “They were very open for my
input. When I expressed my interest in Design
Research, they helped me set up my own
project in that area.”

What do you get out of it?
Next to developing skills in user-testing,
creating personas, usability testing, user
experience design and teamwork, Julie tells us
that she now knows how to place an Industrial
Designer within a multidisciplinary team.
Julie: “Because I now know my value as an
Industrial Designer, I was able to create a clear
image of the role I will play in a company.”

Due to the different
companies I have worked
with, I was able to
experience all of them.
On top of that, she is now able to work with
new tools such as Sketch and Flinto. She also
found it very interesting to gain knowledge
about many different businesses, because
the clients she worked with differed very
much from each other. “Due to the different
companies I have worked with, I was able to
experience all of them. This gives me a better
image of what I want to do in the future.”
Interested? More information and the vacancy can be
found at http://www.designthinking.center/careers/
intern-service-design/
text loes voermans
media bart bolluijt
graphics alain van de ven
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here & now

Born at Night

-A NEW PERSPECTIVE

Eindhoven is the city of design,
and there are many hubs where
designers can come together
and share their creativity. But
there is one hub, in downtown
Eindhoven, where food,
drinks, design, art and culture
flow together and create a
magical and inspirational
environment. It is likely that
you have heard about Kazerne,
located on Paradijslaan, and
perhaps visited it during
Dutch Design Week. We heard
about their current exposition;
Born at Night, exploring the
development and production
of electronic components in a
market in the city of Shenzhen,
in southeastern China. We
decided to head down there for
an afternoon, to check out the
spaces of Kazerne and explore
Born at Night.
The experience begins as you
enter through the entranceway,
decorated in quirky motifs
and large original doorways, a
statement of the history of the
building as an army barracks.
It is difficult to anticipate, from
the outside, the scale of the
interior. as you walk into the
building, the entrance opens
into a large space. The vast

room accommodates a bar,
open-kitchen restaurant and
the exhibition to the side. The
decor is minimalistic but this
contrasts with the vibrancy of
the exposition.
Born at Night is the creation
by two Design Academy
alumni, centring around

“They invent
products in
a completely
different way than
we do here”
the manufacturing and
invention process of electrical
components in the city of
Shenzhen in China and the
people that keep the market
functioning. It displays
the many variations of
components created in the
market, such as resistors,
capacitors and cables. In
contrast, the exhibition
displays some of the invented
products designed in the
market such as handheld
karaoke machines. The

exhibition is extremely
interesting from an Industrial
Design student’s perspective
and it provides us with a
completely different outlook
on the components that we
use regularly in our projects.

displayed in the expo and was
shot by the curators when
they visited the market in
Shenzhen. The movie gives
a human dimension to the
expo that gives identity to the
inventors and developers.

The expo is about exploring
outside the bubble of design
that can be found in western
society. It is common that
we don’t consider where
our components come from
and are too focussed on
large concepts. In Shenzhen,
they invent products in a
completely different way
than we do here. The market
is a different environment to
innovate and design, workers
live in buildings attached to
the factory and market, they
are all integrated. Therefore,
at the end of a day of selling
components, the workers
come home and conceptualise
new ways that these
components can be combined
to make useful things.

If you are interested in
discovering the origins of the
electronic components that
we use so frequently here in
Eindhoven, then be sure to
head down to Kazerne any day
from 12 pm to grab a drink or
some food and check out the
exposition.

The curators of the exposition
also shot a 30-minute video,
which plays in the back room
of Kazerne. The video shows
the faces behind the artefacts

text eilis kinsella
media yvonne bruin
graphics renate voss
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TALKING [TO]
COMPUTERS

Digital interfaces are all around us and whether we want this or not,
we can’t deny they are incredibly effective in letting us perform any
tasks with relative ease. While historically, computers where only
for true eggheads, we can now understand devices with a thousand
times the functionality before we can read. We swipe before we
write, we tap before we step: user interfaces have become so
intuitive, we can communicate to computers, almost before we can
communicate which each other. How did that happen?
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In order to understand how digital interfaces
got to dominate interaction design, we should
first go back to the point in time before the
dawn of digital: the 1940’s. This was the time
when computers were machines the size of
locker rooms and only had a singular purpose.
For example, to decode Nazi messaging or to
aid the development of the first atomic bomb.
Naturally, in these ordeals it was not a top
priority that the machine ‘felt easy to operate’.
What mattered was that it worked.To ‘interact’
with these machines, a whole group of
scientists would have to switch cables around
in order to directly change
its ‘1’s and ‘0’s. Not exactly
intuitive.

have the slightest clue about how to change
these presets. An actual game changer was
the introduction of first screens and keyboard
where you could type ‘command lines’ or
text-based code to the computer directly. The
premise here was that you could program a
computer by ‘simply having a conversation
with it’. Still, despite being considered as ‘userfriendly’ at the time, nobody naturally talks
like an Arduino and none of these interactions
could be learned without intensive study. Thus
computers strictly remained for the dedicated
professional.

Perhaps one of
the first times
“You could argue that we have the future of
In the decades after the war,
computing would
when stakes weren’t quite
adjusted ourselves to understand actually be
as high, human-computer
considered from
computers as much as we a user-interaction
interaction still remained
rather ‘engineer-ish’. Not
was
have adjusted the computer to perspective
to say there weren’t any
in 1968, when
improvements in how we
Engelbart
understand us.” Douglas
interacted with computers,
introduced
there were some steps
the mouse to
forward. For starters,
the world. In
programmers no longer had to switch cables
what would later be called ‘the mother of all
around but could instead switch levers, though
demos’, Engelbart demonstrated an entirely
be it a lot of them. Shortly after, computers
new operating system that featured a cursor,
could, at last, be made to operate on a prewindows and hyperlinks, all controlled by the
set program by inserting punched cards:
palm of one’s hand. It is easy to underestimate
cardboards cards with a whopping 64 bytes.
the impact a mouse can have: for the first time
This finally allowed a non-expert to work with
in computer history, programming a computer
a computer, although this person would not
at least seemed doable.
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“What if we don’t
need this anymore?”
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Engelbart´s demo soon
inspired a group of computer
scientists at Xerox parc
to design what is often
considered the first graphical
user interface (gui). With
something easy to click with,
the Xerox design team could
create the famous desktop,
menus and icons-system to
click on. In a structural way,
this interface from the 70s is
the same one we are used to
seeing today.
Yet, most people have never
heard of Xerox, and the ones
who have, do not exactly
associate it with success. This
mostly has to do with one
name we have heard about:
Steve Jobs. Already a tech
visionary at the time, Steve
Jobs’ Apple famously visited
the Xerox parc research lab in
1979, and even more famously
incorporated their ideas in
the first Macintosh personal
computer system.

A very young Bill Gates would
immediately follow with his
version of Microsoft Windows,
suspiciously featuring a lot
of Apple’s design elements.
When Apple then accused
Microsoft of intellectual
property theft, Bill allegedly
replied: “Well, Steve, I think
there’s more than one way of
looking at it. I think it’s more
like we both had this rich
neighbor named Xerox and I
broke into his house to steal
the TV set and found out that
you had already stolen it.”
Although neither Apple nor
Microsoft were the ones that
came up with the original
GUI, they were the ones
to recognize its potential
and pushed to market. The
executives at Xerox let Steve
Jobs peek around in their
R&D department, not because
they were naive, but because
they did not see the potential
themselves. Or in the words

of a former Xerox parc
employee: “After an hour of
looking at demos, they [Apple]
understood our technology
and what it meant more
than any Xerox executives in
years of showing it to them.”
What both Apple as Microsoft
saw, was that this was the ui
innovation that was needed
to finally make computers a
viable option for the everyday
household. At last, you did
not have to be a computer
scientist, in order to use
computers.
Fast forward 20 years or so
and the next big breakthrough
in UI would not come from the
computer this time, but from
the phone: the introduction
of the iPhone in 2007. Here
too, Apple did not invent
the smartphone, or even
touchscreen for that matter,
they simply recognized the
value the technology could
have when it would be easy
to use for everybody. Where
the mouse was already
revolutionary in linking
physical movement to inscreen movement, the iPhone
allowed you to directly ‘touch
and drag’ files and photos: no
cursor needed.
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The success of the iPhone and
later smartphones made us
familiar with touchscreens
and paved the way for screens
to be everywhere and in
everything. Everything could
now be ‘smart’, so that we
didn’t have be.
So from cumbersome
command lines, to gentle
touches on your smart device,
the state of UI has come a
long way. You could argue that
we have adjusted ourselves
to understand computers as
much as we have adjusted the
computer to understand us.
We have learned to deal with
wires, with code, with buttons
and with touchscreen, but
what interface are we going to
deal with next?
When looking at the labs of
Apple, Google, Amazon, the
Xerox parc’s of our time if
you will, the answer seems to
be ‘none’. Advancements in
AI, voice control and IoT, are

01100100

01100101

00100000
making it possible to finally
realise the dream of ‘just
telling’ the computer or any
other device what to do in
your own words. Don’t worry,
the device will understand, or
better yet: it will already know
what you want. After all, what
else is an interface, if not an
intermediary, an unwanted
but much-needed translator
between man and machine?
What if we don’t need this
anymore? After more than half
a century of fiddling around
with interfaces, we seem to be
coming to the conclusion that
the ideal interface seems to be
no interface at all.

01101111
01110011

00100000
text paul meulendijks
graphics giulia caleca
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student project

Skills
Creative
European
Decoding

DE CS

A design case for actual clients organized by Joep Frens and Bart
Hengeveld. It got a solid group of students excited to participate
in the so-called ‘DECS Creative Challenge’ during an exam week in
April. What for the students proved to be an interesting design case
had an underlying purpose as well. The acronym DECS stands for
‘Decoding European Creative Skills’, a collaborative research project
between three design faculties of universities across Europe. Bart
Hengeveld explained how they went about decoding our creativity.

“The main goal of the research
is getting insight into the
creative potential in Europe.
To map out the skills present
and look for skill gaps. Are
there skills that are lacking
or that remain unused?
And how can our continent
position itself compared to
heavyweights such as China
and North America.”

“The main goal of the
research is getting
insight into the creative
potential in Europe.”
ELISAVA, the Barcelona School
of Design and Engineering,
initiated the research proposal
in order to map and categorize
different creative skills funded
by the European Union.
They developed a Creative
Decoder Tool which aims to
get quick insights into what
creative potential current
designers or designers-to-be
possess. Partnering up with
Salzburg University and our
own department the DECS
workshops were organized in
all three countries to examine
the rigidity of the tool. During
the DECS workshop,

the students worked on cases
of clients, as mentioned
before. Eindhoven Airport, the
Effenaar and Studio Tast were
the clients in Eindhoven.
The DECS workshop in
Eindhoven took a very handson approach with prototyping
throughout the week. Bart
observed a somewhat different
approach in Barcelona where
they tended more towards
service design. Participants
of the workshops filled in
a Creative Skills survey
beforehand and were observed
during their creative process.
“For example, who took
initiative in the group and
how the group searched for,
and processed information.
Luckily, the data analysis is up
to the principal investigator
in Barcelona since that is
not my favourite activity in
this particular case”, Bart
reveals. Furthermore, all three
universities have spread the
survey over their alumni
network to gather additional
data.
Other aspects of the research
are interviews with designers
from the field. “Based on a
portfolio project we start a
conversation about what
elements made it a success.

In case a similar project
appeared, what for sort
people and skills would the
company need?” Additionally,
five students per university
were selected to do a summer
internship at one of the
companies that offered a
design case as a client for the
workshops. “We’ll look into the
design activities the students
will do at the companies.
And the experiences of the
company along with the
students. Do the students
miss aspects in the company
that were taught during their
education?”
Possible future steps of the
research are not decided
upon yet. Bart and Joep tend
to have a preference for
working further on a subset
of the competencies. “I’m
more interested in ‘learning
by doing’. What do we learn
from prototyping? How do
activities of analyzing and
making influence each other?”
In other words, the design
methodology taught at our
own department. Time will
tell how the research will be
continued.
text emmie knoester
media ramon schollaardt
graphics rosalie oomen
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Jacques
Terken

media rick van de ven
graphics tea ferrari

«I’m a real person.

You are. They are too»
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inner workings

IN

TR

O

D U CI N G
Often, in this magazine, we explore and interview
amazing designers and companies from around the
Netherlands and the world, but we have so many
incredible designers inside our own faculty, so we
thought that we would draw some attention to them.
One of the interesting and unique members of the
faculty is Assistant Professor Kristina Andersen, PhD,
who is approaching the end of her first year within
the faculty. We sat down with her to discuss what
brought her to Eindhoven, the current state of design
and some of her advice to young designers.

Kristina is originally from
Denmark and did her first
master in Industrial Design at
the Academy of Fine Arts in
Copenhagen. The department
was situated inside an
architecture department,
as they considered product
design to be an aspect of
architecture. “The design scale
took the crazy big thinking
of architecture and applied
it to design. But actually my
peers and I were trying to
do interaction design rather
than industrial or product

KRISTINA
N
D
E
R
S
E
N

design. So while we spent
lots of our time making sure
that the things we were doing
addressed this future of an
experimental ubiquitous
computation, the lecturers all
just tutted at the young people,
so full of ideas.” There really
was no established idea of
interaction design at the time,
except at places like MIT, but
in general, “the field hadn’t
made it to a small place like
Copenhagen yet, so we felt we
had to invent a whole new set
of words and ideas.”
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in the faculty and this is one of the aspects
that made her love her first year as assistant
professor. “
The student core here is incredible, everyone is
genuinely interested,
enthusiastic, switched
on and have great
skills. I think that the
students in Eindhoven
are amazing. When
people visit here from
another context, even just compared with other
places in the Netherlands they often comment
that this is an incredibly enthusiastic cohort
and that you guys can learn a lot from each
other.”

“The world is relatively open for young
people to turn up, be energetic, full of
good ideas and not afraid to speak up”
that is you. It’s a great, fantastic time to be
studying design. The world is relatively open
for young people to turn up, be energetic, full
of good ideas and not afraid to speak up and
have a go. This idea of taking control of your
identity as a young designer is the thing to be
doing now.”
“The best way to get the most out of your
education is to not worry too much about
loving every single project that you do. Inside
each project, there are all these layers, and
what you have to do is curate your own
conclusions, you’re the one who chooses what
you take away from every course. There should
be things inside every project that make you
go; nice, that is interesting and I’m taking that
with me.”

After completing her first degree, Kristina went
“straight to London to do a master in Virtual
Environments. It was the only degree, I could
find, at the time that incorporated technology,
computational matters and programming.”
Following this, more technical master, Kristina
found herself immersed in the middle of
the internet boom, working in technology
companies in central London which was “fun
for a few years” but she soon wanted to get
back into the design of physical things.

Fast forward a few years and her involvement
with many extremely interesting projects
and innovative companies, has also lead her
to the Netherlands. Where she has taught
and mentored in lots of different places,
becoming increasingly interested in creative
processes, performance technologies and
theories about matter, craft and theory. She
is now a researcher and assistant professor
in Eindhoven and a coach in the Crafting
Everyday Soft Things Squad. Kristina believes
that current young design students are in a
very good place, as it getting easier to create
their own personal design responses to this
education and take control of their careers at
an early stage.
“As you go through an education process you
are letting the learning flow through the filter

“Technology is moving so fast that the way
business and production works is changing
dramatically. Instead of trying to predict
the future, find the nuggets of information
that you’re interested in and use them as a
barometer, if you think something is really
exciting, and it probably is, you are secretly
building your own response to the future.”
Kristina states that students who are the most
confident about who they are, as designers,
will have an easier job convincing others to
believe in them. “There’s nothing worse than
trying to talk someone into giving you a job
that you don’t actually want. If you truly and
honestly know what it is that makes you tick,
then you can bring some of that out of the
education. Then, when there is a job opening
up or an opportunity, you know what you’re
telling them and why they should be interested
in talking to you.”
She is inspired by the spirit of the students

“All those people that you are studying with are
going to go off and do amazing stuff, some of
them are going to take a little longer but you
will all eventually land somewhere. When I
was a student, I wondered how my professors
knew all these interesting people, I thought
maybe there was a club of interesting people,
which you got invited into, when you reached
a certain level, but no, these were the people
they studied with. The beginning of your
network is your fellow students and while
some people won’t necessarily go off and have
a career in traditional design, when I look at
the student body here, literally everyone is
going to do something interesting.”
Kristina embodies the notion of seizing a great
opportunity when it is offered but she is also
an advocate that a great young designer, is one
that understands and acts on their passions.
Her greatest advice to a fresh designer,
beginning their journey, is that “nobody wants
to be an average designer, be an excellent one,
good enough is not good enough, not for you,
go for gold. Figure out your field of excellence
and then just run with it.”
text eilis kinsella
media veerle teigeler
graphics minerva loos
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Take on real-life challenge
instead of exams? Check:
tue.nl/innovationspace/courses
“Mom, I want to be an artist”, I often said.
“Become one”, she answered.
“How?”, I asked.
“Look around, think.”
“That’s all?”
“No”, she started, “but it’s a start.”

author maud coco
layout minerva loos
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into the wild

MILANO,
WHAT ELSE…?

If you have plans to graduate soon you might be in doubt
about whether to do a masters degree abroad. It can be a great
opportunity to learn some new skills or dive deeper into what you
already know.

“Why it is great to follow a master degree in
Milan? It’s Milan man! The design capital of
Europe. Literally all year long there are design
related activities happening here. What more is
there to say?”
These are the words of Ewoud Westerduin
(23), an ID Alumni who took the opportunity
to follow a master degree Integrated Product
Design at Politecnico di Milano. Their Art &
Design department is rated as the fifth best in
the world by the QS University World Rankings.
It includes fashion, communication productservice-system design and product design. “It
is nice to be here, the department has a strong
and vibrant community. Everybody shows
great interest in each other’s projects”, says
Ewoud enthusiastically over the phone. From
his student room in Milan, he talks about his
experiences in Italy.
Ewoud is Dutch but has been living in Italy
during his high school time. After receiving
his bachelor’s degree at ID in Eindhoven in
2016 it was not a surprise that he had enrolled
for a master in Italy. “I already knew from
my second bachelor year that I wanted to
specialise in product design. Going to Milan
was the obvious choice for me: I knew the
city, the language, and the reputation of the
department.”
So, what are the main differences between the
design department at Politecnico compared to
TU/e?
“There is a large focus here on practical skills,
like 3D modelling, and rendering. My product
design skills have been boosted exponentially

since I started here. Moreover, the relation with
industry is very strong. Every project we do,
clients are involved and decisions are made in
consultation with them.”
“Compared to the other students in my class
my approach is way more physical from the
start of the design process. Coming with
prototypes early is really being appreciated
here, also at Whirlpool, where I am doing
an internship now. This is a quality that I
developed in Eindhoven.”

“The relation with industry
is very strong. Every project
we do, clients are involved
and decisions are made in
consultation with them.”
“Another thing that is different here is the
relation you have with your teachers. The
student / teacher ratio is way higher here. So
there is less time to sit down and have a good
chat. If you have the opportunity for a feedback
meeting, you have to be very well prepared,
because time is limited.”
Curious now? Don’t hesitate to approach Ewoud
for questions. “If anyone wants to know more,
they should just come over and I will give them
a tour. And of course, they can also call me.”
text alex de ruiter
media veerle teigeler
graphics doortje markovic
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look what we found

FAILURE DESIGN

the flops of the tech companies
The tech and computing industry is evolving at a daunting speed. The
three dominating companies Google, Microsoft and Apple pull one
concept, product or development after another out of their sleeve.
New sublime sleek designs are brought to the consumers while
boundaries of technology are pushed. However, it wasn’t all rosy to
become the established and matured tech companies they are today.
Not everything turned out an instant hit. Listing a few of their less
successful designs, their ‘failures’ so to say, we’ll get some perspective
on the companies’ impressive portfolios.

Google Lively - 2008
Another failed Google
concept, Google Lively, didn’t
even make its half-year
birthday. It was a webbased virtual environment
used for socialising. As the
development took longer
than expected, the launch
was postponed. When Google
Lively was finally released,
the economy just went down
and the market simply was
not there anymore. Besides,
it wasn’t that innovative in
the first place. Other, larger,
virtual worlds already existed
and even offered more
functionality such as buying
and selling.

Google Answers - 2002
Before the well-known search
engine took off and become
integrated into our daily lives,
Google had another search
concept. Google Answers
was a system where users
could post a question and
offer a price for the answer.
Quite a silly concept knowing
that a few years later we
would google for free and get
optimised search results in
return. The problems were
that it relied on freelancing
researchers and that it was
full of nonsense questions
asked as a joke. Besides, the
comment boxes got spammed
since they were open to
anyone with an account.

Microsoft Bob - 1995
You might know ‘Clippy’, the
adorable paper clip helping
you around in Word. Microsoft
did an even funnier attempt to
create a user-friendly desktop
interface, taking the ‘friendly’
part a bit too literally. Instead
of using icons, Microsoft
Bob had rooms inhabited by
animated characters looking
as insane and ridiculous as
it sounds. You wandered
through a complete house
including a fireplace and
everything, going to another
room for each menu. It was
expensive software and relied
on hardware that users did
not have yet. Besides, users
hated the childish design. It
might not even surprise you
anymore that the font Comic
Sans was originally created
for Bob.
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Microsoft Zune - 2006

Apple Mac Pro - 2013

Microsoft tried to take on the
popular iPod and promised to
launch a product which would
offer the same functionality.
They produced Zune that did
just that, which was exactly
the problem. It was nothing
new and gave users no reason
to get excited about and
switch to this new device.
Later, the Zune HD including
a touchscreen was launched,
again Apple was ahead of
them having released the iPod
touch two years earlier. Zune
was purely a chasing product
which was not able to compete
with Apple’s music player.

A more recent Apple product
which missed the mark is
the Mac Pro, a desktop for
the more intense usage.
When redesigning it in the
trashcanish shape in 2013
they decided on making
it able to hold two smaller
graphic chips. When the
industry started adopting
larger chips after the release
the device became less
functional quickly. Users
often had to plug in many
clunky extensions with noisy
fans. The advantages of the
compact, silent design hereby
completely disappeared. An
update was stated as difficult
since the ‘thermal capacity’
was limited. In other words,
the device got hot too easily.
Apple disappointed their pro
users who demanded topnotch performance.

Apple Newton - 1993
Apple itself had some flops
as well. They produced the
Apple Newton, a hand-held
computer available for the
immense price of 700 dollars.
It thereby positioned itself
as a product for professional
users but failed to function
correspondingly. The
problem was that it was way
overpriced. Besides, the size
was correspondingly immense
and it had poor handwriting
recognition. Its handwriting
recognition was that bad that
even ‘The Simpsons’ made fun
of it in an episode making it
officially doomed. The Apple
Newton was made during
Jobs’ years outside of the
company. Coming back, one
of the first things he did was
to kill the Newton saying “God
gave us 10 styluses. Let’s not
invent another.”

Although these products didn’t give the company the recognition
and economic success they went for, it was important for
the process of innovation. Some ‘failed’ products seem quite
familiar even though we have never used them since elements
came back in later more successful products. We may laugh
at Microsoft Bob but it was an early attempt to create a virtual
assistant which might have evolved into the Google Assistant,
Cortana and Siri we see nowadays. Other ‘failures’ taught
important lessons about the needs of their users or helped them
develop the technology. However, some elements seem quite farfetched to come back and will remain history. We probably don’t
have to worry about a new Windows coming out with Comic Sans
as default installed font.
text emmi knoester
media derek van der ploeg
graphics alexandra auer
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GETTING A GRASP
on intelligence
I think the majority of us have seen the video of
Google Duplex at Google I/O’s conference half
may where the Google Assistant made a call to
plan in an appointment at a hair salon [1]. The
technology could not be distinguished from a
real person even dropping a humanlike ‘mmhmm’ during the conversation. People were
amazed but also concerned because the person
on the other end of the conversation was not
able to recognize the call being made by a
computer. An off-settling part, is that testing if
a computer can fool someone and let it believe
it’s human, is a usually accepted test to define
AI [2]. Apparently, we think it is only ‘intelligent’
if it’s humanlike?

SOUND
OF THE

FUTURE
We are a small team of audio enthusiasts
with big ambitions: at our studio in
Munich we work on fascinating projects
that shape the sound of the future from sound design for electric vehicles
to the development of innovative music
software.
Are you as fascinated by sound and
music as we are? Have you always

column

wanted (to learn how) to integrate your
design skills into the ﬁeld of sound? Do
you want to work on challenging projects
for industry leading clients? Then we
would love to hear from you!
Apply now for an internship, ﬁnal project
or as a full-time team member. Don’t
hesitate and write to us at:
jobs@impulse-audio-lab.com

I wonder if it is the problem that AI is becoming
too intelligent or that it is not intelligent
enough? Let me clarify. On the one hand the
European Group on Ethics in Science and
New Technologies stresses the importance of
transparency and clarifying the behaviour of
AI [3]. However, it might become problematic
since we’re not always able to clarify the
behaviour with our ‘human intelligence’. The
computers might become too intelligent for us.
On the other hand, AI isn’t that intelligent in our
human traits. In case of Google Duplex, it might
not be able to understand the emotional layer
in a conversation. However, would emotional
intelligence improve the situation or would that
be the main reason to start freaking out?
We can draw a parallel with the conveyor belt
where humans executed robot-like tasks. In
general, we’re fine that these mind-numbing
tasks were mostly taken over by machines
during the industrialization. This time around
the tables are turned, and instead of humans
acting like robots we should question if it’s okay
for robots to act like humans. Is that what we
should strive for?
To keep you at ease for now, the technology
might seem to develop dauntingly fast but there
are still many roadblocks to take. As Googledirector Sundar Pichai says: “The intelligence
systems cannot read as a regular six-yearold child yet. If we could reach that level in
the upcoming decennium it would be a big
breakthrough.”
text emmie knoester
media bart bolluijt
graphics mayra goevaerts

[1] Yaniv Leviathan (2018) Google Duplex: An AI system for Accomplishing
[2] Turing A.M. (2009) Computing Machinery and Intelligence
[3] European Group on Ethics in Science and New Technologies. (2018)
Artificial Intelligence, Robotics and ‘Autonomous’ Systems
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Tony’s Chocolonelys &
Salted Caramel
“A way better version of the
chocolate bar.”
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A powerful Bengal tiger leaps out of the wall
as you enter through the door - and suddenly
your eyes are drawn directly to the colours of
soft pastels, mingling with vibrant scarlets and
more recognizable russets. One might be quick
to pass this place as your average everyday
ice-cream parlour - but this, is where art is
made.

It’s simply a case of mixing
and matching - most of the
times it works out!
Intelligentia Ice is the brainchild of Björn Olaf
Royd Cocu - an experienced confectioner with
a passion for flavour, textures and quite simply
his favourite muse - ice cream. At first glance,
the flavours on display seem quite normal but upon closer inspection one can see this
is quite far from the truth. “Gin and Tonic”,
“Walnut Soy Sauce” and “Cuban Cigar” are
some of the various interesting flavours that
Intelligentia Ice makes. “After studying years of
beer, wine, coffee, tea and water, and attending

the Gelato University in Bologna, I wanted to
use my gastronomical knowledge to bring a
new perspective to food and drink. Ice-cream
is the perfect medium for that - because you
can play with the structure, colours, flavours,
textures and temperatures all in one”.
“There is of course a science to this madness”,
he explains. “After years of training and
understanding the technology and chemistry
of using ingredients and creating flavours it’s
simply a case of mixing and matching. There
are days where I think - let me try these two
flavours together and infuse the flavours of
something else into it - most of the times it
works out!” he chuckles.

I challenge people to join our
journey of flavours!
We decided to put his mastery to the test we were given samples of a variety of crazy
flavours, including one that was the semifinalist at the Grand Finale of the Gelato World
Tour organized by Carpigiani Gelato University

Intelligentia also offers 12 vegan flavours that
are low in sugar and water and plant-based.
Their fruit flavours incorporate 50% more
actual fruit for increased flavour and intensity.
The place has a very relaxed vibe, with plenty
of space to have meetings and do group work

as well as work on your own if you’d like to.
Björn has even offered to create a Lucid flavour
for Industrial Design students that might
include a concoction of Hertog Jan, Kinder
Bueno and coffee! We are excited to see what
he comes up with!
text vimukthi gunatilleke
media yvonne bruin
graphics alexandra auer
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Intelligentia - Soft champagne pink walls clash with the maze of
unused copper pipes running across the ceiling, in a small yet cosy
space amongst one of the recently refurbished factories of Strijp-S.
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design trends

The kitchen
of the future

“What if all “standard” kitchen
objects become purposeless?”

Think of the different rooms there are in houses. Most houses
contain a living room, a bathroom, a bedroom and a kitchen, right?
Now think of a simple kitchen. It probably contains a stove, a fridge,
an oven, cupboards, a sink, or maybe a dishwasher. Now tell me,
do we really need all these objects?
What if we would just take a pill instead of
a meal, 3D print our food, never eat at home
anymore, or get food delivered at your house
3 times a day every day. What if all “standard”
kitchen objects become purposeless?

instructions anymore, the kitchen of the
future does it all for you. We might as well
install a robotic arm in our kitchens to do the
remaining part of the job for us, so that we can
spend our precious time on “important” things.

Cooking is simply “a waste of time”.
If you search for reasons why fast food is
increasing in popularity, explanations often
are “it is quick”, “I don’t have time to cook” and
“it is easy”. The same goes for explanations
for taking food pills and visiting restaurants.
I think we can conclude that we are too
busy spending time on work and free time,
that for many people cooking seems like an
unpreferred task to spend time on.

Cooking is now part of
our daily lives, and as well
as football, it is just not
everyone’s “thing”

Next to the fact that we have no time (and
often no interest) to cook, it appears that we
are trying to make cooking an easier task.
Look at IKEA’s concept of the kitchen of
the future, there is no need to know cooking

Therefore it seems logical that many people
prefer fast food, easy cooking and all the new
technologies that offer a solution, right?
If all people prefer a different style of getting
nutrients into their body, then why do we
all give the same answer when I ask you to
describe a kitchen? Wouldn’t it be better to suit
your kitchen to your needs?

No kitchen needed! Of course these are rather
radical solutions, however, there are definitely
things to it. When we are asked to design
something for a kitchen, we make it blend
in with the current kitchens, but who has
decided that this is “the ultimate” kitchen?
In the future, this kitchen might
be completely different,
or even not there
anymore.

“The Kitchen Of The Future”
Therefore I introduce The Kitchen of The
Future: The kitchen that is built personally
around YOU, the user of this kitchen! There
might as well not even be a kitchen in your
house at all! Prefer quick meals? Your kitchen
is just a stationary stuffed with food-pills!
Prefer easy cooking? Your kitchen contains
only a high performing microwave!
Prefer eating in restaurants?
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No but seriously, the food industry is changing.
There are a lot of new trends that back up the
idea of changing the traditional kitchen. First of
all, we have the changing technologies Through
for example 3D printing, food pills and Airfryers
in which you can make almost any dish you
like, we are able to prepare and consume dishes
at home more easily and quickly. As a result,
objects like a stove, an oven or a microwave
would become redundant.
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Secondly, we see a shift in ingredients. There
is a huge shift towards using more ingredients
of and rediscovering the plant kingdom. Due to
the immense CO2 emission of animal farming,
the shift towards the plant kingdom offers a
very good solution. “Our plates become greener”
is what many chefs are claiming, and they
are right. Namely, the number of vegetarians,
flexitarians and vegans is increasing.
Furthermore, insects appear to be a very
promising new ingredient, due to their high
nutritious value.
Next to the new ingredients found in the plant
kingdom as well as insects, we will also lose
ingredients. Much of the sea life is scarce due
to extinction resulting from overconsumption,
pollution and waste. These changing
ingredients will ask for new ways of preparing
as well as new kitchen appliances, but also

make some other kitchen appliances redundant.
Another big shift lays within the transportation
of ingredients. Many of the food we buy at
the stores nowadays are either genetically
manipulated to prevent rotting, or to be kept
under certain circumstances to prevent rotting.
A promising technique that will be able to make
this easier is Urban Farming. Urban Farming
are farms within a big indoor space where a
smart eco-system has been set up to provide
the growing vegetables with the right nutrients
and water. The promising feature is that the
Urban Farms are placed in cities, and therefore
transportation time and costs are reduced, next
to that there will be new ingredients discovered
through it. Another trend is kitchen gardens,
especially among young adults. The kitchen
gardens allow people to grow their own food at
home, which lowers costs even more.

“Changing ingredients together
with new technologies can,
and defenitely will, shape our
kitchen’s of tomorrow.”

The fourth and last trend I want to address,
is the trend of using food waste as an ingredient
for a meal. A few restaurants are already doing
this, but I believe this will also be copied by the
consumer market. Food waste is cheap and will
offer a broad range of new opportunities for
being creative in the kitchen. If we are going to
process food waste in our kitchens, we might
need some adjustments in order to optimize
the collection, preservation and digestion of the
ingredients.
Next to the trends mentioned above, there is
a lot more to discover in the world of food. If you
are interested in this topic, definitely check out
the website of Francesca Zampollo
www.francesca-zampollo.com or contact
me with ideas/thoughts for an interesting
conversation!
l.c.g.voermans@student.tue.nl
text loes voermans
media rick van de ven
graphics tea ferrari
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illustration

Designing within

What does this actually mean? We wanted
to know more about it and that’s why we
asked Bart Hengeveld and Mathias Funk to
illustrate what their workshop at this year’s
DIS conference is about...

Mathias
Funk

Bart
Hengeveld

layout minerva loos
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out of the box

Style.

[noun]
A distinctive appearance,
typically determined by
the principles according
to which something is
designed.
Now, in general terms, the UNiD
is quite a stylish magazine.
Zooming in on that style though,
one might find more behind it
than they’d expect. A style doesn’t
only keep things coherent, it also
communicates a certain image.
Every issue, several elements
reflect the style. From a set of
colours, to the selection of fonts, to
the overall feel – it’s all discussed.
Explore the elements on these
two pages, and perhaps flip back
through this edition to see the
connections.

IBM Plex Sans
IBM Plex Mono
The IBM Plex typeface was developed by Mike
Abbink, meant to be a signature typeface for the
International Business Machine Corporation. It’s
influenced by several sources – including historical
typewriter sources. The main thought behind the
design was the balance of engineering versus
design. Its sans is described as the workhorse,
whereas the monospaced is used for informal
communication and for coding.

text emily van leemput
media veerle teigeler
graphics renate voss

L

The UNiD is the magazine of Lucid, the
study association of Industrial Design at
the Eindhoven University of Technology. A
committee of hard working students ensures
three issues are published every academic
year, while even maintaining an online blog
on the side.
Our goal is to gather valuable knowledge
and information from inside and outside
the faculty, and communicate that to the
students. The UNiD committee simulates a
professional editorial office where the
teams of writers, graphics, and media are
working tightly together to ensure the best
and most beautiful magazine for you!
cover design Stefano Eugenio Lanzani

Lucid is the study association of Industrial
Design. Every study needs a platform to
support the students in both their learning
activities and their social life. Lucid has
a lot to offer its members and provides
them with workshops, creative activities,
brainstorms, excursions, parties and much
more. It is our goal to support as many
members as possible. Therefore, we are in
contact and collaborate with experts in our
department, alumni of Industrial Design and
a wide range of companies.
We believe we can be of great help to
each other, and we strive to organize and
collaborate in creative events with the
members of our network.

